Ecosystems are structured by networks of interactions among species, but this hypoth-20 esis has rarely been tested in plant communities. Indeed, the structure and functioning 21 of plant interaction networks have remained elusive so far and the mechanisms underly-22 ing their origin and maintenance remain unknown. By developing a novel approach that 23 integrates the ecology of plant interactions with network theory and using spatial pattern 24 analysis, we show that plant communities are organised in spatially variable and complex 25 networks. Specifically, we found that positive plant interactions promote the formation 26 and the cohesiveness of large networks. At small spatial scale, where positive mutual 27 interactions prevailed, the network was characterised by a large connected component. 28 With increasing scale, when negative interactions took over, network structure became 29 more hierarchical with many detached components. These findings shade new light on 30
INTRODUCTION 32
The nature of biodiversity continues to intrigue biologists because of the complexity of inter-33 actions among species in ecosystems. Due to this complexity, success to build a unified theory 34 of biodiversity has been poor (McGill, 2010) . Standard ecological theory assumes as a central than expected by chance. When g ij ≈ 1 the spatial dependency of species j on species i cannot 126 explain more than what we would expect by chance, i.e. given each species ' distribution. 127 In order to statistically determine whether an observed pattern was significantly different 128 from what could be expected by chance, Monte Carlo simulation of a realisation of the g ij (r) 129 function at each scale (from 1-75 cm with 1 cm steps) was used to generate simulated dis-130 tributions from the null hypothesis of independence of species j with respect to species i. A 131 total of 199 MC simulations were performed at each scale. The fifth-lowest and the fifth- 132 highest simulated values at each r were used to build 95% confidence envelopes around the 133 mean predictions (Diggle, 2003; Baddeley et al., 2015) . Thus, at a given scale r, an empirical 134ĝ ij (r) function higher than the confidence envelope indicates significant positive dependence of 135 species j on species i, while the converse indicates significant negative dependence (Fig. S8 , 136 Fig. S9 ). Whenĝ ij (r) lies within the MC confidence envelope, neutral association cannot be 137 rejected. Because first order constraints on the distributions of each species are controlled (i.e. 138 microsite heterogeneity, niche and stochastic determinants, see Appendix S1), the obtained pos-139 itive and negative dependences must result from non-random plant-plant interactions (Tilman, 140 1994; Rietkerk et al., 2004; Kéfi et al., 2007; Wiegand & Moloney, 2014) . Because competitive 141 interactions promote fine-scale species segregation (Macarthur & Levins, 1967; Tilman, 1994; 142 Durrett & Levin, 1998; Pescador et al., 2014) , while facilitative interactions promote fine-scale 143 species aggregation (Bruno et al., 2003; Schöb et al., 2008; Meron, 2012; Chacón-Labella et al., 144 2016), we consider spatial aggregation (significantly positive associations) as indicator of facil-145 itative interactions, and spatial exclusion (significantly negative associations) as indicator of 146 competitive interactions and non significant spatial dependency as indicator of neutral interac-147 tions. Finally, with this approach we could detect the spatial scales at which such interactions 148 are operating according to the corresponding spatial signals. Species interactions E ij are described by directed ternary links such that
To reveal changes in local plant-plant interactions across scales, for each network we calcu-159 lated the total number of interactions E, the number of species S with at least one interaction 160 (S < V ), and the number of pairwise interactions for each bidirectional interaction type, i.e. indicates the neighbourhood interaction density as well as the hierarchy and interconnection 168 of a community (Fig. S11) . The measure C is defined as the probability that neighbouring 169 nodes (i.e. all plant species connected to a plant species i) of a plant species i are linked to 170 each other. In other words, C for any node i is the fraction of linked neighbours of i, such that
where s i is the sum of links present among neighbouring nodes for 172 each node i, and k i is the degree (i.e. the number of neighbours) of node i. Thus, the higher the 173 transitivity, the more the neighbours are connected to each other, the higher the cohesiveness.
174
To reveal network growth and collapse across spatial scales, we calculated the size of the We first analysed the changes in plant-plant interactions across spatial scales and then we 183 tested the relationships between such changes and network structure. 184 We used regression models to relate the response of i) the total number of interactions E 185 and ii) the interacting species richness S to the ratio between positive and negative interactions, 186 the ratio between mutual and non-mutual interactions, and their interactions (fixed effects with 187 third degree polynomials for each ratio, i.e. r + r 2 + r 3 ). Besides, we previously tested with the 188 same approach if the ratio between positive and negative interactions and the ratio between 196 To quantify the importance (i.e. effect size) of the different interaction types and spatial scale, 197 we used the partial r 2 , i.e. the proportion of variation that can be explained by each explanatory 198 variable, calculated as r 2 y,xi|xk =
, where the error sum of squares SSE (i.e. 199 residuals) were compared between reduced models excluding only one interaction type x i and 200 the full model containing all interaction types x k .
201
We accounted for spatial autocorrelation across scales by including an autoregressive co-202 variance structure (AR (1) σ ij = σ 2 ρ |i−j| ) in all models (Pinheiro et al., 2016) . The ratio of positive to negative interactions decreased with increasing spatial scale from 1-75 210 cm (β = −10.294, β 2 = 2.671, β 3 = −2.417, p = 0.0001, R 2 = 0.607; Fig. S12 ; Tab. S3), along 211 with a decrease of the ratio of mutual to non-mutual interactions (β = −10.328, β 2 = 6.656, 212 β 3 = 3.606, p = 0.0005; R 2 = 0.590; Fig. S13 ; Tab. S3). ing to an autocatalytic process (Rietkerk et al., 2004; Solé & Bascompte, 2006; Meron, 2012) .
287
Conversely, the prevalence of negative non-mutual interactions could reduce the likelihood of 
310
The size of the largest connected components in our networks decreased with increasing 311 spatial scale to half the size at 30 cm and to one-fifth at 55 cm. Again, this reduction in com-312 ponent size can be due to a reduction in positive, mutual and non mutual interactions. Indeed,
313
we observed that facilitation could build-up parger, presumably more robust components. In 314 line with this result, we also found a higher number of cliques (i.e. small densely interconnected 315 components, Fig. S15 ) and a higher species proximity in the network (Fig. S16 ) at fine spatial 316 scales where positive mutual interactions were predominant. Taken together, these results sug-317 gest a breakdown of the largest connected components with increasing spatial scale, as species 318 tend to segregate into many detached components when positive interactions wane.
319
Finally, it is necessary to take into consideration that the spatial signal left by plant-plant 320 interactions becomes blurred with distance. This decrease indicates that part of this breakdown 321 may be, at least partially, a simple consequence of such a dilution in which positive interactions 322 disappeared whereas competition remained until network collapse.
323
Our study is one of the first attempts to analyse plant-plant interactions with a network 324 approach and to explore the variation in network structure as a function of spatial scale. We are 325 aware that new questions are now arising. Observational studies such as the present one can only 326 tentatively describe potential mechanisms underpinning spatial signals in patterns of species co-327 11 occurrences at different spatial scales. Nevertheless, with our approach we were able to isolate 
